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Detangling The Confusion could be a little book, nonetheless it is tightly written and examines every
detail, step-by-step, that involves caring for color treated hair. You need to read this book if, #1- You
are tired of paying for products made to fix your broken hair, only to find that they don't really do
everything you expect. #4 - Your gorgeous haircolor doesn't last very long and you're discouraged
with it looking boring and lifeless. #3 - Your hair is grippy and feels coarse regardless of how very
much conditioner you utilize. #2 - You are viewing your hair gradually become dried out and brittle
and nothing at all you do appears to help. The price is cheap when compared to money it will save,
and the only risk involved is that your locks will look and feel better than it ever offers! You won't
find this information anywhere else in one full booklet. #5 - You want this reserve to save you
hundreds of dollars on your own haircolor maintenance investment.
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this little book was so very helpful in finding out how to maintain my color to appear great longer
and more natural After coloring my hair for a long time . This lady is fairly an amazing hair stylist
and colorist which book is full . this little book was therefore very helpful in understanding how to
maintain my color to appear great much longer and more natural. You'll be going back to the
information many times! I have read and re-examine this and each time I get something new! Many
thanks!.. Very informative, a whole lot packed right into a tiny book. Besides the beautiful work you
perform they will leave your chair feeling . (It's not like I wasn't educating them! I asked my clients to
learn this during their color services over the last month. Aside from the beautiful function you
perform they'll leave your chair feeling and knowing you care and you also are definitively much
better than any competition. Great informational source!) People do need to read things that induce
an image for them to get them to stick, I see that now. As a fellow hair colorist, I am thrilled to say
that this small, but informational resource, provides helped them (and myself) tremendously! What a
great tool this is! I ordered 10 more, in order that those who are slow visitors can take the book
home and bring it back again at their next appointment. My hair has become so dry from years of
coloring - this charming publication is helping me reverse the damage. All the info you will have to
maintain your color beautiful, plus more! Just what a great little publication this is! It provides the
reader very clear solutions and the information presented is so easy to understand. I would certainly
recommend this to anyone who would like to know the trick to keeping beautifully shaded hair! I've
taken information out of this reserve, applied it (literally and figuratively) to my program, and have
gotten fantastic and lasting results because of it. Colleen has done her homework and it
shows!***Advice for interested readers: Have a highlighter prepared.Thank you for all your wonderful
tips! I will talk about this with my close friends, I think they would find it interesting too... This is
essential read for all hairdesigners. It defines the facts from the fiction many stylists/colorists have
discovered from well meaning product sales consultants getting into our salons.. I have to say that I
was surprised how many said they have hardly ever been given so essential information. Witty and
Informative A very witty and informative read about hair care! Certainly learned things about my hair
I'd never have thought about... Share this knowledge with your guests and I assure you they will be
impressed. This lady is quite an amazing hair stylist and colorist and this book is full of easy to
understand knowledge and information to make your hair look amazing. Simple suggestions and
strategies that nobody ever tells you which lead to healthier shinier locks and color that lasts. Really
worth the price for the prosperity of knowledge Awesome. What an awesome and helpful
publication. I recommend this booklet! Becky Very informative, a whole lot packed right into a tiny
book .
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